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Is it a duck or a rabbit? Depends on how you look at it . With more than 100,000 copies sold, this

classic picture book is now available in a sturdy board book that little ones will love holding in their

own two hands. Smart, simple and funny, it offers a hilarious choiceÃ¢â‚¬â€•and one readers of all

ages will rejoice in making. --This text refers to the Board book edition.
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Product Description From author of Little Pea, Little Hoot, and Little Oink comes a clever take on the

age-old optical illusion: is it a duck or a rabbit? Depends on how you look at it. Readers will find

more than just Amy Krouse Rosenthal's signature sense of humor here--there is also a subtle

lesson for kids who don't know when to let go of an argument. This is a smart, simple story that will

make readers of all ages eager to take a side, Duck! Rabbit! makes it easy to agree on at least one

thing: reading it again!  Featured Excerpts from Duck! Rabbit! (Click on each image below to see a

larger view)

Kindergarten-Grade 2Ã¢â‚¬â€•Two unseen characters debate the identity of the creature at the

center of this clever bookÃ¢â‚¬â€•is it a duck or a rabbit? Readers will join in the discussion,

because the creature could, in fact, be either. Just as each of the debaters begins to see the other's



perspective, the duck/rabbit runs away and they see an anteater. Or is it a brachiosaurus? Text and

illustrations are intimately wedded in this fun, interactive read-aloud. The bold lines and bright colors

in Lichtenheld's illustrations are a visually pleasing match for the bantering text. With a strong,

well-executed concept, this book provides an excellent starting point for discussing how points of

view can differ and still be right.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Kathleen Kelly MacMillan, Carroll County Public Library,

MD Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

This book is really fun. I bought this specifically for my third grade class to use for persuasive

reading and writing. I used this at the close of their unit, they mostly worked on persuasive letters,

so reading this and then writing a persuasive "essay" was a nice change and a challenge to apply

their knowledge. The book at first read does not seem like it would work well for third grade as the

text is easy and short and simple. I made up a worksheet for them to choose a side and write 5-7

sentences supporting their choice and trying to convince the reader to agree with them. After

writing, they had to show me and be approved for moving forward and coloring in te picture at the

top to be a duck or rabbit. I attached a picture of the worksheet I made and one completed

worksheet that I was able to crop the name out of for privacy. My three year old also likes this book,

so it's good for all ages and has many applications. Love it!

You need this book in your life.We checked this book out at the library for my five year old son.

EVERY SINGLE NIGHT for the duration of the library loan he had my husband read it. We get 4-5

books for him when we go. This had never happened before. He didnt want to return it and cried.

That had never happened. So I HAD to buy this book for him.When he saw it, you would have

thought it was Cmas morning.The premise of the book is two people looking at a rabbit/duck and

arguing over whether it's a rabbit or duck. It has a wonderfully fun surprise ending. I cannot even tell

you how many times I've read this book.Is it a duck or is it a rabbit? I dont know. You'll have to

decide.

This book is one of my all time favorites. I am ordering this as book number two because number

one was read to "death". My grandson is autistic. This was one of "his books" and still is. When ever

he comes over we have to read this. Our first one was autographed but it was loved until it fell apart.

This book even made my name for different things to be "duckrabbit". When I see it it makes me

smile.



Cute book. Used it to introduce opinion writing in kindergarten. Made tracers of duck/rabbit image

for writing center.

The spacing was off so the words that go with the picture are on the next page, it was very short

and overpriced. If it had more pictures of animals then ok but it was only one. There was all this

hype and positive feedback but it's really not worth the $10 I . Paid for it.

Love this book! There are so many activities that can accompany this!

Fantastic book. Must own

Awesome book to use when teaching about opinions and supporting your opinion with reasons.
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